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Orientation order in nanoparticles in composite films
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A theoretical model is suggested that describes the effects of misfit stresses on the crystal lattice orientation
in nanoparticles in composite films. Formulas for the energy that characterizes the elastic interaction between
misfit stresses and different kinds of nanoparticles in composite films are revealed. It is found that misfit
stresses tend to cause the orientation order~associated with a preferred orientation of crystal lattices! in
nanoparticles embedded into a film matrix.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid films exhibiting functional physical properties re
resent the subject of intensive studies motivated by their
verse technological applications and interest to the fun
mentals of physical phenomena occurring in these film
Both the structure and physical properties of films a
strongly influenced by misfit stresses generated due
lattice-parameter mismatch between films and substrates
instance, misfit stresses cause the formation of misfit di
cations, disclinations, and their configurations in continuo
and island films whose properties are very sensitive to
presence of these defects; see, e.g., Refs. 1–12. In re
years, composite films which contain nanoparticles~in par-
ticular, quantum dots! have attracted tremendous attenti
motivated by a range of new technological applications; s
e.g., Refs. 13–16. Structural characteristics of nanoparti
serving as stress sources are sensitive to misfit stress
composite films. In particular, misfit stresses can influe
the crystal lattice orientation in nanoparticles, which in
turn affects the functional physical properties of nanop
ticles and their ensembles. The main aim of this paper i
suggest a theoretical model which describes the effec
misfit stresses on the crystal lattice orientation in nanop
ticles in composite films.

II. EFFECT OF MISFIT STRESSES ON CRYSTAL
LATTICE ORIENTATION IN NANOPARTICLES IN

COMPOSITE FILMS. GENERAL MODEL

In general, nanoparticles in a composite film repres
stress sources due to crystal-lattice mismatch between n
particles and a film matrix. The theory of the equilibriu
structure and elastic behavior of particles in a matrix un
no-loading conditions was developed many years ago;
e.g., pioneering works17,18 and books.19,20Also, the strength-
ening effects of particles on dislocation slip deformation o
curring in response to a shear stress in composite solids
been theoretically examined; see, e.g., Refs. 21 and 22
this paper, we will focus our attention on the effects of te
sile and compressive misfit stresses on the crystal lattice
entation in nanoparticles embedded into a film matrix.

Nanoparticles as stress sources in a composite film
characterized by the proper plastic distortion tensorb i j* ~or
plastic strain tensore i j* ) with dilatation and shear compo
0163-1829/2004/69~3!/035412~6!/$22.50 69 0354
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nents. These components are defined in the coordinate
tem X8Y8Z8 attached to the nanoparticle crystal lattice~Fig.
1!. In particular, nanoparticles with a pure dilatation plas
distortion are characterized by the plastic distortion ten
written in the coordinate systemX8Y8Z8 ~Fig. 1! in the fol-
lowing form:

b̂* 5S bx8x8
* 0 0

0 by8y8
* 0

0 0 bz8z8
*
D . ~1!

Hereb i i* ( i 5x8,y8,z8) are the plastic distortion componen
which have constant values within a nanoparticle and eq
to 0 outside it. Nanoparticle with a pure dilatation can
divided into the three categories: nanoparticles with o
axis, two- and three-axes plastic distortion tensor having o
two and three nonzero diagonal component~s! b i i* Þ0, re-
spectively.

The plastic distortion tensor that characterizes nanop
ticles with a pure shear distortion can be written in the co
dinate systemX8Y8Z8 ~Fig. 1! in the following general form:

b̂* 5S 0 bx8y8
* bx8z8

*

by8x8
* 0 by8z8

*

bz8x8
* bz8y8

* 0
D . ~2!

FIG. 1. Nanoparticles in a composite film.~a! Spherical and
cubic nanoparticles.~b! Definition of the rotation axisC in theXYZ
coordinate system.
©2004 The American Physical Society12-1
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Examples of nanoparticles with a pure shear plastic dis
tion are those with gliding dislocation loops~Orowan loops!
~Ref. 20! at interphase boundaries dividing these nanop
ticles and a film matrix. In this case, the plastic distorti
tensor given by Eq.~2! has just one nonzero component.
characterizes the plastic shear of the nanoparticle mat
relative to the film matrix.

Nanoparticles as stress sources in a composite film de
ited onto a substrate elastically interact with misfit stres
occurring due to crystal-lattice mismatch at the film/substr
boundary. In most cases, the energyW that characterizes th
elastic interaction between the nanoparticles and m
stresses is sensitive to the crystal lattice orientation in
nanoparticles. In these circumstances, the interaction ten
cause the preferred orientations of crystal lattices and, th
fore, the orientation order of the nanoparticles in a compo
film. Below we will calculate the energyW of the interaction
between nanoparticles and misfit stresses in exemplary c
of spherical and cubic nanoparticles characterized by o
axis, two- and three-axes dilatation as well as nanoparti
surrounded by either one or two sets of dislocation loo
causing a plastic shear distortion. In doing so, for defin
ness and simplicity, we will consider nanoparticles dist
enough from the film free surface, in which case the surf
effects do not come into play.~In Sec. IV of this paper, the
surface effects on the elastic energy of nanoparticles are
timated. These effects are shown to be essential in the
very thin layer~with thickness being about the nanopartic
diameter! close to the film free surface.!

Let us consider a model film/substrate system consis
of a composite film and a semi-infinite substrate@Fig. 1~a!#.
The film and substrate are assumed to be elastically isotr
solids with the same values of the shear modulusG and the
same values of Poisson ration. Misfit stresses occur in the
film due to a dilatation misfit~geometric mismatch! between
adjacent crystal lattices of the film and the substrate.
definiteness, here and in the following we consider the fi
and the substrate matched at (Y,Z) plane~Fig. 1! where they
have square crystal lattices with the same crystallograp
orientation. In this situation, the film/substrate boundary
characterized by two misfit parameters,f y and f z , given as
f y5 f z5(as2af)/af ,23 whereas and af are the crystal lat-
tice parameters in the (Y,Z) plane of the film and the sub
strate, respectively. In the coordinate systemXYZ@Fig. 1~a!#
attached to the film crystal lattice, the misfit stress field in
film is given as

syy
m 52G~ f y1n f z!/~12n!,

szz
m52G~n f y1 f z!/~12n!. ~3!

Now let us consider a nanoparticle in the film. The crys
lattice orientation of the nanoparticle relative to the coor
nate systemXYZ @Fig. 1~a!# is characterized by the rotatio
matrix A. It is parametrized by cosines of the three ang
u1 , u2, and u3 determining the orientation of the rotatio
axis C in three-dimensional space and by the angled char-
acterizing the rotation of the nanoparticle crystal lattice re
tive to the axisC @Fig. 1~b!# as follows~Ref. 24!:
03541
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A5cosdS 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D 1~12cosd!S c1

2 c1c2 c1c3

c2c1 c2
2 c2c3

c3c1 c3c2 c3
2
D

1sindS 0 2c3 c2

c3 0 2c1

2c2 c1 0
D . ~4!

Herec15cosu1, c25cosu2, c35cosu3. The angles obey the
following equation:c1

21c2
21c3

251.
Let us consider the energyW that characterizes the elast

interaction between nanoparticles and misfit stresses oc
ring due to lattice-mismatch at the film/substrate boundary
a composite film. According to the general calculati
scheme,20 the energy of the elastic interaction between tw
defects is calculated as the work spent to the generatio
one defect in the stress field created by another defect. In
partial case@Fig. 1~a!#, a nanoparticle plays the role of on
defect, and the film/substrate boundary plays the role of
other defect. In this case, following the approach,20 the inter-
action energyW is written in the linear elasticity approxima
tion as follows:

W52E
V
b i 8 j 8s i 8 j 8

m dV8. ~5!

Here V is the volume of the elastic medium,b i 8 j 8 is the
plastic distortion tensor of a nanoparticle, ands i 8 j 8

m is the
misfit stress tensor. Both the tensorsb i 8 j 8 ands i 8 j 8

m are writ-
ten in the coordinate systemX8Y8Z8 attached to the nano
particle crystal lattice@Fig. 1~a!#.

In its general form, Eq.~5! is valid both for isotropic and
anisotropic crystals containing arbitrary defects, sources
internal stresses.20 Also, Mura20 showed that this approac
can be used in a description of defects in elastically inhom
geneous composite solids, in particular, composites wh
contain nanoparticles with elastic constants different fr
those of a surrounding matrix. In this paper, for the sake
simplicity, we will use Eq.~5! in the framework of the iso-
tropic elasticity theory applied to a description of compos
solids which contain nanoparticles, a film matrix and su
strate assumed to be elastically isotropic solids with the sa
values of elastic constants. In doing so, substitution of
plastic distortion tensorb i 8 j 8

* characterizing different types
of nanoparticles to general formula~5! will allow us to cal-
culate the interaction energyW in these partial cases. An
analysis of the partial cases of formula~5! will show the
preferred orientations of crystal lattices of the different typ
of nanoparticles in a composite film.

III. EFFECT OF MISFIT STRESSES ON CRYSTAL
LATTICE ORIENTATION IN NANOPARTICLES IN

COMPOSITE FILMS. PARTIAL CASES

Nanoparticle with one-axis plastic dilatation. Such a
nanoparticle is characterized by one non-zero componen
the plastic distortion tensor. This component is given as
2-2
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bx8x8
* 5H e* if ~x8,y8,z8!PVincl

0 if ~x8,y8,z8!¹Vincl .

With bx8x8
* substituted to formula~5!, we find the interaction

energy

W52
2G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl$@c1c2~12cosd!1c3sind#2

1@c1c3~12cosd!2c2sind#2%. ~6!

Here Vincl is the nanoparticle~nanoinclusion! volume. For
e* f .0, the energyW given by formula~6! has a minimum:

Wmin52
2G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl, ~7!

if the dilatation axis of the nanoparticle is parallel to t
film/substrate boundary (u15p/2,d5p/2). Fore* f ,0, the
above orientation corresponds to a maximum of the inte
tion energyW. In the case ofe* f ,0, the interaction energy
reaches its minimumWmin50, if the dilatation axis is per-
pendicular to the film/substrate boundary plane.

Nanoparticle with two-axes plastic dilatation. Non zero
components of the plastic distortion tensor are given as

by8y8
* 5bz8z8

* 5H e* if ~x8,y8,z8!PVincl

0 if ~x8,y8,z8!¹Vincl .

With these components substituted into formula~5!, we get

W52
2G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl$@c2

2~12cosd!1cosd#2

1@c2c3~12cosd!2c1sind#2

1@c2c3~12cosd!1c1sind#2

1@c3
2~12cosd!1cosd#2. ~8!

For e* f .0, the interaction energy given by formula~8!
reaches its minimum, if the dilatation axes of the nanop
ticle are parallel to the film/substrate boundary planeu1
50):

Wmin52
4G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl. ~9!

For e* f ,0, the above orientation of the nanoparticle crys
lattice corresponds to a maximum of the interaction ene
W. In the case ofe* f ,0, a minimum of the interaction
energy

Wmin52
2G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl

corresponds to the nanoparticle orientations having one
the dilatation axes to be perpendicular to the film/subst
boundary.

Nanoparticle with three-axes plastic dilatation. In this
case, the plastic distortion tensor has the three non-zero c
ponents
03541
c-
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bx8x8
* 5by8y8

* 5bz8z8
* 5H e* if ~x8,y8,z8!PVincl

0 if ~x8,y8,z8!¹Vincl .

With these components substituted into formula~5!, one
finds that

W52
4G~11n!

~12n!
e* f Vincl. ~10!

The interaction energy given by Eq.~10! is independent of
the crystal lattice orientation of the nanoparticle.

Nanoparticle with one set of gliding dislocation loop
For definiteness, let us consider a nanoparticle with one
of gliding dislocation loops continuously distributed at th
interphase boundary that divides the nanoparticle and a
matrix. In this case, the plastic distortion tensor is as follow

by8x8
* 5H g* if ~x8,y8,z8!PVincl

0 if ~x8,y8,z8!¹Vincl ,

where g* is the plastic shear of the nanoparticle mater
relative to the film matrix material. Withby8x8

* , substituted
into formula ~5!, we find the interaction energy

W52
2G~11n!

~12n!
g* f Vincl$@c2

2~12cosd!1cosd#

3@c1c2~12cosd!1c3sind#1@c1c3~12cosd!

2c2sind#@c2c3~12cosd!1c1sind#%. ~11!

The interaction energyW given by formula~11! reaches one
of its minima, if the axis normal to the shear plane is m
oriented byp/4 relative to the film/substrate boundary.

Cubic nanoparticle surrounded by two sets of discre
gliding dislocation loops.Let us consider a cubic nanopa
ticle surrounded by two sets of discrete gliding dislocati
loops located at the interphase boundary dividing the na
particle and a film matrix. Following Ref. 20, such a cub
particle has two parallel facets with networks of screw d
locations~serving as dislocation models of low-angle twi
boundaries25! and four facets with edge dislocation row
~serving as models of low-angle tilt boundaries25!. The plas-
tic distortion of the gliding dislocation loop, which lies i
plane parallel toX8o8Z8 plane and has coordinatey08 and
Burgers vectorbI56bez8 , is given as20

by8z8
* I

52sgnIbd~y82y08!H ~0<x8<R,0<z8<R!.
~12!

The plastic distortion of the gliding dislocation loop, whic
lies in plane parallel toX8o8Y8 plane and has coordinatez08
and Burgers vectorbII 56bey8 , is given as20

bz8y8
* II

52sgnII bd~z82z08!H ~0<x8<R,0<y8<R!.
~13!

In formulas~12! and ~13!, sgnI is the sign of projections of
Burgers vectors that characterize dislocation loops belong
to the dislocation setI on axis o8Z8, sgnII is the sign of
projections of Burgers vectors that characterize disloca
loops belonging to the setII on axiso8Y8, d(y8) andd(z8)
2-3
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A. L. KOLESNIKOVA AND I. A. OVID’KO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 035412 ~2004!
denote thed functions,H is the Heaviside function, andR is
the size~edge length! of the cubic nanoparticle.

With Eqs.~12! and~13! substituted into formula~5!, after
some algebra, we find the interaction energy

W52
4G~11n!

~12n!
f NbR2~sgnI1sgnII !$@c2

2~12cosd!

1cosd#@c2c3~12cosd!2c1sind#1@c3
2~12cosd!

1cosd#@c2c3~12cosd!1c1sind#%. ~14!

Here b denotes the Burgers vector magnitude, andN the
number of dislocation loops belonging to set I~or II!.

An analysis of formula~14! shows that the interaction
energyW50 in the two following cases:~1! the nanoparticle
facets with screw dislocation networks are parallel to
film/substrate boundary~the rotation axisC coincides with
axis X: u150,u25u35p/2, andd is arbitrary!; and ~2! the
rotation axisC coincides with either axisY or Z (u250,u1
5u35p/2 or u350,u15u25p/2, respectively!. Also, no-
tice that the interaction is absent (W50) at any value of the
rotation angle and any position of the rotation axis, if glidi
dislocation loops which belong to the different dislocati
sets have opposite signs (sgnI52sgnII ). If the gliding dis-
location loops which belong to the different sets have
same sign (sgnI5sgnII ), the interaction energyW is either
positive or negative. The dependences ofW on parameters
characterizing the crystal lattice orientation of the nanop
ticle are presented in Fig. 2. As follows from Fig. 2, th
interaction energy has its minimum atf •sgnI ,II ,0 ~or maxi-
mum at f •sgnI ,II .0), provided that the nanoparticle face
with screw dislocation segmets are perpendicular to the fi
substrate boundary and the nanoparticle facets with edge
location segments make anglep/4 with the film/substrate
boundary plane.

IV. EFFECTS OF NANOPARTICLE FACETS AND FILM
FREE SURFACE ON CRYSTAL LATTICE

ORIENTATION IN NANOPARTICLES

Nanoparticles are often faceted in nanocomposite so
because there are energetically favorable orientations
nanoparticle facets; see, e.g., Refs. 26 and 27. This face
effect is in competition with the effect of misfit stresses
the crystal lattice orientation in nanoparticles. To describe
competition between the effects in question, we will estim
and compare their energy characteristics. The effect of m
stresses is characterized by the differenceDW5Wmax
2Wmin between maximum (Wmax) and minimum (Wmin)
values of the energyW that specifies the elastic interaction
nanoparticles and misfit stresses in a composite film. In
exemplary case of one-axis dilatation nanoparticle having
form of a sphere with radiusRsph, from formulas~6! and~7!
we find DW to be given as

uDWu5
8pG~11n!

3~12n!
«* f Rsph

3 . ~15!
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Values ofDW, for «* 50.01, f 50.01, n50.3, G520 and
100 GPa, and different values ofRsph, are presented in Table
I. For comparison, values of the proper elastic energyEI of
one-axis dilatation nanoparticle of spherical form20 are pre-
sented in Table I, too.

The faceting effect is characterized by the differen
DWf5Wmax

f 2Wmin
f between maximum (Wmax

f ) and mini-
mum (Wmin

f ) values of the energy that specifies facet orie
tations of the nanoparticle/matrix boundary. In the exempl
case of a nanoparticle having the form of a sphere with
dius Rsph, we have:Wf'4pgsRsph

2 . The faceting energy
difference is given as

DWf54pDgsRsph
2 , ~16!

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Dependence of the interaction energyW*
@in units of 2G(11n)/(12n) f NbR2(sgnI1sgnII )] on anglesu2

andd, for ~a! u15p/4, ~b! u15p/3, and~c! u15p/2.
2-4
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TABLE I. Energy characteristics of nanoparticles embedded into a mismatched film on a sub
4pDgsRsph

2 is the energy difference that characterizes the faceting effect,EI is the proper elastic energy o
one-axis dilatation nanoparticle of the spherical form, anduDWu is the energy difference that characterizes t
effect of misfit stresses on the crystal lattice orientation in one-axis dilatation nanoparticle of the sp
form ~for details, see the text!.

Rsph→ 10 nm 20 nm 40 nm 60 nm
energies↓

G5231010 N/m2 (20 GPa),Dgs50.06 J/m2 ('4 meV/A2)
4pDgsRsph

2 7.5310217 J 3310216 J 1.2310215 J 2.7310215 J
EI 6.3310218 J 5.1310217 J 4.1310216 J 1.37310215 J
uDWu 3.1310217 J 2.5310216 J 1.9310215 J 6.7310215 J

G51031010 N/m2 (100 GPa),Dgs50.06 J/m2 ('4 meV/A2)
4pDgsRsph

2 7.5310217 J 3310216 J 1.2310215 J 2.7310215 J
EI 3.1310217 J 2.5310216 J 2.0310215 J 6.9310215 J
uDWu 1.5310216 J 1.2310215 J 9.9310215 J 3.4310214 J
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where Dgs is the difference between maximum and min
mum energy densities~per unit area! of facets. With data27

for Dgs that characterize InAs nanoparticles in the As m
trix, we have calculated values ofDWf . These values, for
different values ofRsph, are presented in Table I.

As follows from formulas~15! and~16!, the energy char-
acteristicsDWf andDW of the faceting effect and the effec
of misfit stresses on crystal lattice orientation, respectiv
exhibit different dependences onRsph and G. When the
nanoparticle radiusRsph and/or the shear modulusG grow,
the energy differenceDW rapidly increases. In particular
DW is proportional toRsph

3 . At the same time,DWf slowly
increases with risingRsph and does not depend onG. In
particular,DWf is proportional toRsph

2 . In this context, as
illustrated by data presented in Table I, the effect of mi
stresses is dominant in wide ranges of parameters chara
izing composite films which contain one-axis dilatatio
nanoparticles. A similar behavior is exhibited by other kin
of nanoparticles examined in this paper.

Now let us estimate the effect of the film free surfa
~image forces! on the elastic energy of nanoparticles d
persed in a composite film@Fig. 1~a!#. In the framework of
our model, elastic moduli of the nanoparticles and the fi
matrix are assumed to have the same values. In these cir
stances, in order to quantitatively characterize the free
face effect, it is sufficient to calculate the proper elastic
ergy of a nanoparticle~inclusion! embedded into an elasti
half-space. The free surface effect should cause a de
dence of this energy on the distance between the nanopa
and the free surface. In calculation of the proper elastic
ergy of the nanoparticle shown in Fig. 1~a!, the following
boundary conditions are realized on the half-space free
face:sx j(x50)50, wherej 5x,y,z.

Let us consider the simplest case of a spherical nano
ticle with three-axes dilatation. In calculation of its prop
elastic energy, we will use the method28 of surface virtual
dislocation loops.~This method is based on the gene
scheme29,30 of surface virtual defects that describe the ima
forces.! In doing so, after some algebra, we find the follo
03541
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ing formula for the elastic energy of a spherical nanoparti
with three-axes plastic distortion:

E5E`1Esur f5
8p~11n!

3~12n!
G«* 2Rsph

3

2
4p~11n!2

9~12n!
G«* 2Rsph

3 S Rsph

h D 3

, ~17!

whereRsph is the nanoparticle radius, andh is the distance
between the nanoparticle center and the film free surfa
Formula~17! is valid ath>Rsph.

The first term on the right-hand side of formula~17! is the
energy of the spherical nanoparticle in an infinite solid. T
second term on the right-hand side of formula~17! is the
energy that characterizes the elastic interaction between
nanoparticle and the film free surface or, in other wor
describes the effect of the image forces on the elastic en
of the nanoparticle. Numerical calculations using formu
~17!, for n50.3, show that ratioEsur f/E`50.22 in the lim-
iting case ofh5Rsph and rapidly falls with risingh. For
instance,Esur f/E`50.03 ath52Rsph. The above estimate
is indicative of the fact that the free surface effect on t
elastic behavior of spherical nanoparticles with three-a
plastic distortion is essential in the only very thin layer~with
thickness being about the nanoparticle diameter! close to the
film free surface. In general, this statement is valid for all t
types of nanoparticles considered in this paper, because t
nanoparticles induce short-range stress fields causing
only short-range interaction between the nanoparticles
the film free surface. In particular, the film free surface effe
is negligible in the case of quantum dots grown on the fil
substrate boundary and distant enough from the film f
surface.

For nanoparticles with dislocated interphase boundar
the structure of edges, where different dislocation arr
meet, can be different from that in the rest of these bou
aries.~A similar effect occurs in low-angle grain boundarie
with nanoscale facets in high-Tc superconductors; see ex
2-5
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A. L. KOLESNIKOVA AND I. A. OVID’KO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 035412 ~2004!
perimental data31 and a theoretical model.32! Notice that this
difference is able to affect the only local crystal lattice o
entation of nanoparticle regions adjacent to the edges. H
ever, the edge effect hardly influences the mean crystal
tice orientation in dislocated nanoparticles. This edge ef
will be the subject of further studies of authors.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus, in this paper, we have theoretically examined
elastic interaction between nanoparticles and misfit stre
in composite films which contain nanoparticles@Fig. 1~a!#. It
is shown that misfit stresses tend to cause the preferred
entation of crystal lattices in nanoparticles in a compos
film. The preferred orientation depends on both the pro
plastic distortion tensor characterizing nanoparticles and
misfit parameters characterizing the film/substrate bound

*Electronic address: ovidko@def.ipme.ru; URL: http
www.ipme.ru/ipme/labs/ltdm/ovidko.html
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